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The Golden page: improving your Executive summary 

Scope and objective  

The Executive summary is a critical part of any paper, along 
with the purpose statement and in some cases the 
recommendations. First impressions count. This note provides 
some tips and tricks to make that first page – we call it the 
‘Golden page’ – a winner.  

Make sure the Executive summary gets the 
paper off to a good start 

Often this is the only part of papers that the busy Minister will 
be able to take in. So it’s worth taking the time to absolutely 
nail the first page or two, rather than doing it as an 
afterthought. Focus on the ‘need to know’ material.  

Too often we see Executive summaries heavy on the 
background or process, and not getting to the crux of the issue 
and the next steps. Even if the Minister does read the paper 
more fully, these sections are the front door to the paper. 
Make them memorable. 

The Executive summary serves many purposes 

Other Ministers, perhaps less interested in the detail of the 
issue, are also likely to only read the Executive summary and 
recommendations. This is often so with papers to Cabinet or 
Cabinet Committees. That is one of the reasons the Cabinet 
Office provides a cover sheet with the summary and 
recommendations. One mark of a good Executive summary is 
when the Cabinet Office uses what you have written – rather 
than re-writing or editing your work for its cover note! 

The Executive summary is also a “refresher”. A Minister may 
read it again just ahead of a meeting to remind them of the 
key issues. 

Make sure it has impact 

Start with the problem definition to grab the Minister’s 
attention. Be clear about the scale of the issue, its priority and 
what the Minister needs to do. This will help him/her judge 
how much time and effort needs to be put into this particular 
paper. 

 

                                                                 
1  For example: “You need to sign the attached letters by 10 June to encourage 

these Board members to renew their terms.”   

Language is important. Short sentences and crisp paragraphs 
have greater impact. Pay particular focus to editing for ease of 
reading and comprehension when writing or peer reviewing 
an Executive summary. 

Try this as a shape for your Executive 
summary 

 

Executive summary versus key points 

While some situations demand a more formal Executive 
summary e.g. a Cabinet paper, a succinct set of Key Points can 
do the job just as well or better in other settings. Your choice 
may well depend on your Minister’s preference. 

Our preference is to use a Key points section. Its title directs 
the author to pull out only the essentials for the busy Minister, 
rather than trying to summarise every section and argument.  

But whatever the preference, the same general points 
regarding purpose, impact, and content apply. 

Avoid repetition 

Don’t repeat things at the beginning of the paper. It gets 
boring, wastes space and can turn off the reader. Some rules 
of thumb to consider are: 

 If it’s a really short paper don’t bother with an 
Executive summary – use the Purpose statement 
to provide a super-summary instead. This should 
cover what the Minister has to do, why, and 
when.1  

 Avoid noting recommendations that just repeat 
the content of the Executive summary, unless they 
are formally required e.g. in recommendations 
within a Cabinet paper. 

•We recommend that you…Action

•…in order to….Objective

•Taking this approach will…Sales pitch

•Media/stakeholder/trade-offsRisks

•Next steps are…Close
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Look at the Purpose statement, Executive summary and 
recommendations together – they should be a package. Make 
sure they aren’t repetitive yet cover what’s needed.  

Often we see advice papers where these three parts aren’t 
clearly a package e.g. the purpose of the paper might not be 
played out in the recommendations or recommendations 
appear that aren’t covered in prior content. This seriously 
detracts from the quality of the paper, and can worry the 
decision-makers as it looks like the advice hasn’t been well 
thought through. 

Writing the Executive summary first, or after the 
paper is written? 

Some analysts write the Executive summary first, then the rest 
of the paper. This allows the issue to be boiled down first, and 
then expanded upon later. It makes sure that the structure of 
the paper is aligned with the Executive summary. 

Others do it in reverse to make sure the Executive summary is 
consistent with the flow of the paper. 

We don’t have strong views on this. It’s a matter of personal 
preference and both can work. But make sure that: 

 The critical ‘need to know’ matters are included in 
the Executive summary 

 The structure of the paper supports the Executive 
summary 

 There is a clear logical flow between the Executive 
summary and the recommendations. 

Critical to either approach is the need to have done the 
thinking and analysis before starting to write the paper.2 We 
call this the 50:50 rule: half of your time should be spent 
cracking the problem, and this should happen well before you 
open the briefing template on your computer.   

Using a whiteboard to shape the Executive Summary with a 
colleague or two can be a very helpful way of boiling down the 
issues and testing ideas at the same time.  

Always edit again once the paper is completed to make sure 
the Executive summary is consistent with the content and 
structure of the paper, and supports the recommendations. 

Use subheadings 

We know there are times when Executive summaries need to 
be slightly longer, for example in an omnibus-type paper, in 
which a number of separate, but related issues are discussed 
and decisions recommended. Use subheadings to make it 
clearer, just as you would within a paper. Make sure they help 
tell the story, and break up the text into manageable chunks. 

Test your Executive summary by trying it as a 
presentation or an elevator pitch 

Essentially the Executive summary should do the same job as 
an oral introduction to the paper that officials or Ministers are 
often asked to give at a Minister’s meeting or at a Cabinet 
Committee.  

Doing this is about boiling down the issues, and clearly 
identifying what is required of decision makers. 

Trying this out with a colleague is a good way of testing 
whether your Executive summary does the job. 

Don’t shy away from including carefully chosen data or 
metrics. These can strengthen the particular arguments and 
improve the impact of an Executive summary by capturing the 
Minister’s attention. They can often be the points that are 
remembered and quoted to support any decision later. 

Make the Executive summary a particular focus 
of peer review 

Peer review should give significant focus to the Executive 
summary for all the reasons outlined above. An extra hour 
spent on the Executive summary can make an enormous 
difference to its impact.  

Try having a different peer reviewer look at the Executive 
summary once the paper is complete to ensure it stands alone 
and meets the needs of a time-pressured decision-maker.  

 

 

 

                                                                 
2  Papers where the author is developing their thinking as they type are usually 

easy to spot and very hard to read! 
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This paper was written by NZIER, April 2016. 

For further information, please contact anyone from our policy advice team: 

John Ballingall at john.ballingall@nzier.org.nz  
Cathy Scott at cathy.scott@nzier.org.nz  
John Yeabsley at john.yeabsley@nzier.org.nz  
Todd Krieble at todd.krieble@nzier.org.nz 

NZIER (04) 472 1880  

While NZIER will use all reasonable endeavours in undertaking contract research and producing reports to ensure the information is as 
accurate as practicable, the Institute, its contributors, employees, and Board shall not be liable (whether in contract, tort (including 
negligence), equity or on any other basis) for any loss or damage sustained by any person relying on such work whatever the cause of 
such loss or damage. 
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